10 Tips for Happy
Verification

You know who you are. But the internet has trust issues. (Some
bad folks out there!) Luckily, proving your identity is quick and
easy. Let’s get you verified!

Keep your shirt on!
Your verification process is recorded on camera. This hurts identity
scammers, but helps your peace of mind. That’s why we don’t accept emailed or
uploaded photos.

1. A valid document rocks
Make sure it’s not expired or physically
damaged.

2. Use a device that has a
camera
Uncover the camera lens and
use one of these browsers, if you can:
PC: Chrome and Firefox
Mac: Safari and Chrome
Mobile: Safari on iOS, Chrome on
Android

3. Move at a brisk pace
Have your ID nearby. The session will
close after five minutes.
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4. Use your full legal name
If you’re John Smith, use it proudly.
Nicknames, pseudonyms and
usernames such as Johnny or John S
won’t work.

5. Good light does wonders
Dark rooms and too much background
light produce bad photos. Also, please
remove glasses, headphones, and other
headgear. They look stylish, but make it
harder to compare you against your
document photo.

6. Go through verification
on your own.
Helpful assistance is one thing, sinister
coercion quite another. When in doubt,
we’ll err on the side of caution.

7. Take a sharp and
readable photo
We’ll show you a frame. Fit the whole
document in it. This helps prove it’s all
there. If the photo is blurry or poorly lit,
click “Try again” and take a better photo.

8. Both sides, please!
If you’re using an ID card, driver’s
license, or residence permit to verify
your identity, photograph both sides
of the document.

9. Using a passport?
Take a picture of the data page.
It has your photo, personal details,
and other data we use for verification.

10. “Portrait and document”
Here we need a photo of yourself
holding the document. Both the
document and your face must be fully
visible and in focus.

Privacy note
To protect the person in these photos, we’ve changed her document details.

Happy verification!
It’s easier than it looks. Just take one step at a time.
Let’s keep you safe and kick fraud and abuse off the internet.
Questions or concerns? Our FAQ or privacy policy will help.

